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Abstract: We use reactive molecular dynamics (RMD) simulations to study the 
interface between cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (RDX) and Aluminum (Al) with 
different oxide layers to elucidate the effect of nano-sized Al on thermal 
decomposition of RDX. A published ReaxFF force field for C/H/N/O elements was 
retrained to incorporate Al interactions, and then used in RMD simulations to 
characterize compound energetic materials. We find that the predicted adsorption 
energies for RDX on the Al(111) surface and the apparent activation energies of RDX 
and RDX/Al are in agreement with ab initio calculations. The Al(111) surface-assisted 
decomposition of RDX occurs spontaneously without potential barriers, but the 
decomposition rate becomes slow when compared with that for RDX powder. We also 
find that the Al(111) surface with an oxide layer (Aloxide) slightly increases the 
potential barriers for decomposition of RDX molecules, while α-Al2O3(0001) retards 
thermal decomposition of RDX, due to the changes in thermal decomposition kinetics. 
The most likely mechanism for the thermal decomposition of RDX powder is 
described by the Avrami-Erofeev equation, with n=3/4, as random nucleation and 
subsequent growth model. Although the decomposition mechanism of RDX 
molecules in the RDX/Al matrix complies with three-dimensional diffusion, Jander’s 
equation for RDX(210)/Aloxide and Zhuralev-Lesokin-Tempelman (Z-L-T) equation 
for RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001) provide a more accurate description. We conclude that the 
origin of these differences in dynamic behavior is due to the variations in the oxide 
layer morphologies. 
 
1. Introduction 
Aluminized explosives are widely used in underwater appliances and thermobaric 
weapons for their high heats of detonation, strong acceleration ability and long energy 
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release time.1-3 The detonation properties of cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (RDX) 
-based aluminized explosives show that micro-sized aluminum (µm-Al) powder that 
is inert in the detonation wave front, reduces the detonation velocity, pressure, and 
brisance.4-7 Therefore, nano-sized aluminum (nm-Al) particles have attracted much 
attention over the years, as reactive additives in new formulations of explosives. This 
is primarily because of their high surface area to volume ratio and the increased rate 
of chemical reactions when compared to µm-Al powders. Aluminized explosives 
containing nm-Al particles provide added power to accelerate metal plates, when 
compared with µm-Al powders,8 but show no advantage on the other detonation 
properties, such as heat of detonation,9 underwater explosion energies10 and driving 
ability in 50mm standard cylinder test.11 Gradation of nm-Al and µm-Al particle size 
and shape can improve the efficiency of Al power release energy. The influence of  
shape and particle size of Al on the detonation properties of aluminized explosives 
stems from specific surface area and active Al content.12 A clear understanding of the 
interface between RDX and Al remains elusive, but of ubiquitous importance to 
predict and assess the role of nm-Al particles on the thermal decomposition of RDX 
and to improve combustion and detonation process for RDX/Al complex in 
propellants and explosives.  
It is believed that detonation initiation by most of the hazardous stimuli including 
shock, impact, spark, etc., is usually triggered off by “hot spot” formation followed by 
subsequent thermally-driven events.13 The thermodynamics and kinetics of energetic 
materials and their composite explosives or solid rocket propellants can be 
characterized by thermogravimetric analysis (TG) and differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC). Huang et al14,15 studied the effects of aluminum powder with 
mean diameter D50 of 10.7 µm, 2.6 µm and 40 nm, respectively, on the thermal 
decomposition of RDX with D50 of 80 µm by DSC. The results indicate that A1 
powders with D50 of 10.7 µm and 2.6 µm have almost no influence on the thermal 
decomposition of RDX. In contrast, with 30% (mass fraction) content of 40 nm Al, 
the shoulder peak of RDX covers up the first peak completely and the heat of reaction 
increases from 600 kJ/mo1 to 1600 kJ/mo1. TG-DTG data was used to investigate the 
most probable reaction mechanism (MPRM) of thermal decomposition of pure RDX 
as well as mixtures of RDX and 40nm Al particles. The MPRMs deduced from 
non-isothermal kinetics of RDX in the absence and presence of Al conform to the 
Avrami-Erofeev equations with index n=3/4 and n=2/3, respectively. However, when 
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Liu et al16 investigated thermal stability and sensitivity of RDX-based aluminized 
explosives with 5-10 µm Al particles, they concluded that the MPRMs of the 
RDX-based aluminized explosives all conformed to the Z-L-T equation, which 
describes a  three-dimensional diffusion-controlled model. The MPRM for RDX was 
associated with the Avrami-Erofeev equation, with n=4. 
In addition to experimental efforts in investigating thermal decomposition 
properties of RDX-based aluminized explosives, several modeling and simulation 
studies have been reported in energetic materials, aluminum and RDX/Al compounds. 
The focus until now, has been on the molecule structure, reaction pathways and 
intermediates of the gas- and solid-phases of RDX during the thermal 
decomposition,17-21 and the shock-induced initial chemical events of RDX crystal.22-24 
The oxidation growth kinetics of Al particles,25,26 the morphology and thickness of 
oxide films on Al surface have also been studied using computational models.27-29 
These have shown that amorphous alumina is thermodynamically more stable on Al 
surface than any crystalline polymorphs until the thickness of the layer reaches a 
critical value.30-32 The critical thickness depends on the crystallographic orientation of 
the Al substrate and varies somewhat as a function of temperature and oxygen partial 
pressure. Hong et al33 used ReaxFF-based RMD simulations to elucidate the oxidation 
kinetics of Al nanoparticles and the oxidation states in the oxide layer.  
Although there are extensive experimental and theoretical studies on RDX and Al, 
only a few have reported the interaction between RDX and Al. Umezawa et al34 
investigated the decomposition and chemisorptions of an RDX molecule on Al(111) 
surface using density functional theory (DFT). Strong attractive forces between 
oxygen in RDX and the Al atoms break N–O and N–N bonds in the RDX, and 
subsequently, the dissociated oxygen atoms and NO molecules oxidize the Al surface. 
These reactions occur spontaneously without potential barriers. Similar conclusions 
were also reached by Ye et al.35 Likewise, Guadarrama-Pérez et al36,37 used DFT to 
study the infrared and terahertz spectra of a molecular RDX that was deposited over 
an Al surface. DFT calculations can accurately describe properties of small finite and 
periodic systems, but they do not scale well beyond ~100 atoms; needed to accurately 
describe interfacial properties in condensed matter systems. In comparison, reactive 
force field methods such as ReaxFF scale up to millions of atoms and enable RMD 
simulations over 10’s of nanosecond time-scales. The ReaxFF21,46,38 reactive force 
field method describes bond-breaking and bond-formation events based on 
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bond-orders applied over the valence atomic interaction terms. ReaxFF allows charges 
to change as bonds are formed or broken; includes vdW interactions between all 
atoms, not just non-bonded atoms, thus allowing the valence bonding interaction to be 
monotonically attractive (vdW inner wall balances the bond attraction); describes 
valence interactions as a function of the bond order, which goes to zero as the bonds 
are broken; and can be parameterized directly and systematically from quantum 
mechanics (QM). It has been successfully applied to many different systems, 
particularly the thermal- or shock-induced decomposition of energetic materials, 
melting and crystallization of Al, and oxidation of Al nanoparticles. 
In this work, we performed RMD simulations with ReaxFF force field to study the 
interfaces between RDX and Al with different oxide layers to elucidate the effect of 
nm-Al on thermal decomposition of α-RDX. Starting from the ReaxFF used by Wood 
et al,39 we incorporated and optimized the Al interaction parameters using the 
GARFfield parameter optimization framework40. We applied the resulting force field 
to predict the apparent activation energy and the most probable reaction mechanism, 
validating against experimental results derived from thermal analytical technique.14-16 
We also analyzed the oxygen diffusion into Al and the effect of Al slabs with different 
morphological surfaces on the evolution of initial species of decomposed RDX 
molecules. It is of significance to gain an insight into the thermodynamic details at the 
RDX/Al interface. It not only raises our knowledge on the role of Al in combustion or 
detonation process of aluminized explosives, but also lays the foundation for later 
research on the dynamic evolution of nano-sized Al during the detonation wave and 
theoretical guidelines to prepare micro-nano RDX/Al composites. 
 
2. Computational details 
2.1 QM calculations 
The force field was optimized by adding QM training data relevant to the 
interaction between RDX (C/H/N/O)39 and Al. For nonperiodic systems, the QM data 
was obtained from the density functional theory (DFT) calculations using Gaussian09 
with the B3LYP functional and a Pople’s 6-311G(d,p) basis set. 
The DFT calculations for condensed systems in this study were performed using 
the CASTEP package41 with Vanderbilt-type ultrasoft pseudopotentials and a 
plane-wave expansion of the wave functions. Exchange and correlation were treated 
with the generalized gradient approximation, using the functional form of PBE.42 The 
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electronic wave functions were obtained by a density-mixing scheme43 and the 
structures were relaxed using the BFGS method.44 A convergence of 1.0×10-6 
eV/atom was placed as a criterion on the self-consistent convergence of the total 
energy. The convergence thresholds for the maximum force and maximum stress 
during geometry optimization were set to 0.01 eV/Å and 0.02 GPa, respectively. 
5×10-4 Å was given as the fourth convergence thresholds for the maximum 
displacement. Brillouin zone sampling was performed using the Monkhost–Pack grid 
scheme. The values of the kinetic energy cutoff and the k-point grid were determined 
to ensure the convergence of total energies. In this study, when we calculated 
equations of state of various crystals, the cutoff energy of plane waves was set to 550 
eV. Considering the balance of both computational efficiency and accuracy,35 a 4×4 
supercell with four layers was used to study adsorption energies of one molecular 
RDX on the Al(111) slab, in which a plane-wave cutoff of 300eV was used. A 25 Å 
vacuum slab was put on the 3×3 slab supercell with two layers of α-Al2O3, and a 
plane-wave cutoff of 300 eV was used. K-point separation was below 0.02 Å-1 to 
generate enough k-point grids. A 12×12×12 k-point grid was found sufficient for 
conventional cell of fcc-type Al. A 12×12×12 k-point grid was selected for primitive 
cell of α-Al2O3. A 18×18×12 k-point grid was selected for primitive hexagonal cell of 
AlN. A 18×18×4 k-point grid was selected for hexagonal representation of Al4C3.  
2.2 Force field parametrizations 
All simulations were performed using the LAMMPS package45 in the framework of 
potential functions described by the ReaxFF force field.21,46 The ReaxFF 
parametrization for C/H/N/O/Al is composed of original C/H/N/O parameters39 and 
modified Al parameters.33,47-49 The C/H/N/O parameters used here are fully 
transferable to the “combustion” ReaxFF set described by Chenoweth et al.50 The 
training data captures dissociation pathways and energies for a number of nitramine 
materials. Several prior publications24,51-54 have proved ReaxFF’s accuracy to describe 
thermo-chemistry or mechanical-chemistry coupling in nitramines. The available 
parameters for Al element have been successfully applied to describe lithium 
aluminum silicates,47 the oxidation of Al nanoparticles33 and metal/epoxy interfaces.49 
Using the concept of transferability of ReaxFF potentials, we combined and 
re-optimized the Al interaction parameters48 with those for nitramines.39 
In order to investigate any possible reaction between RDX and Al, the training set 
includes cases to describe Al-C, Al-H, Al-N and Al-O bonding interactions, as well as 
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3-body combination terms. These are found in combustion products of propellant or 
oxidation of Al under certain conditions (e.g. AlN, Al2OC and Al4C3)
55. Il’in et al56 
presented experimental results on combustion in air of ultradisperse Al powder with 
various additives. An analysis of the chemical and phase compositions of the end 
combustion products showed the presence of the α and γ-Al2O3 phases, AlN, AlON 
and residual Al. The effect of a carbon additive not only increased the ratio of AlN to 
AlON from 1.6 to 7, but also reduced the content of Al and Al2O3, which was 
probably related to the reducing properties of carbon and its compounds. At room 
temperature, Al-N terms were of great importance and contributed the most to the 
bonding of epoxy/alumina interfaces.49 Streletskii et al57 studied the kinetics of 
mechanochemical synthesis of Al4C3 from Al and graphite powders. The formation of 
amorphous nuclei of Al4C3 occurred on the contact surface of nm-Al particles with 
carbon. 
Our training set was divided into two parts. The first one consisted of small 
molecular clusters, including Al-O-H clusters48, AlH3 clusters
58 and other clusters 
containing NO2 with a partially substituted hydrogen atom. Small clusters Al(CH3)3 
and Al(NH2)3 were representative of Al-C and Al-N bond, respectively. In order to 
reproduce partial atomic charges, Charge equilibration parameters were obtained from 
optimized structures of those clusters using Mulliken populations. The second part of 
the training set included equations of state (EoS) for pure Al (fcc, hcp, bcc, sc and 
diamond), α-Al2O3, AlH3,
59 AlN,60 Al4C3.
61 The atom and bond parameters were 
determined from Al-X bonds in small clusters and from the EOSs. Angle parameters 
were trained from the corresponding angle bending energy curves for small clusters 
with different substituent group. Angles mainly, contain C-Al-X, H-Al-X, N-Al-X, 
O-Al-X, Al-Al-X, Al-C-X, Al-O-X and Al-N-X, in which X means one of 
C/H/N/O/Al five elements.  
The hybrid genetic-gradient-based reactive force field optimizer (GARFfield) 
provided by Jaramillo-Botero et al40 was used to systematically prepare the force field. 
GARFfield is a hybrid multiobjective Pareto-optimal parameter development scheme 
based on the hybrid combination of genetic algorithms, hill-climbing routines and 
conjugate-gradient optimization. The principle, optimal strategy and applications can 
be found in other places.40,62 
2.3 Simulation setup 
For studying the thermodynamic process at the RDX/Al interface, the simulated 
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model system is composed of two regions, one region represented by solid α-RDX 
and the other region by Al with and without a particular oxidized layer (Figure 1). In 
this work, we chose the (210) plane of RDX crystal in contact with Al(111) because 
this crystal plane represents the most sensitive planes perpendicular to shock direction. 
63-65 The oxidized Al(111) slab was obtained by the oxidation of fresh Al(111) slab 
exposed to a high oxygen gas pressure, which represented the structure of nm-Al to a 
certain extent. The α-Al2O3(0001) slab represented the surface structure of µm-Al, for 
which most of the authors66-69 suggest that the Al powders were coated with a 2-3 nm 
thick layer of aluminum oxide.  
 
Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of three configurations to study thermodynamic properties of 
RDX/Al interface, (a) RDX(210)/Al(111); (b) RDX(210)/Aloxide; (c) RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001). 
The initial configurations at 5K are further optimized at 100K to find a more stable configuration. 
Color scheme: Red, oxygen; magenta, aluminum; blue, nitrogen; green, carbon; white, hydrogen.  
 
To combine solid α-RDX with fcc-type Al in one model, we adjusted the surface 
vectors and number of repeated units to establish a supercell composed of RDX/Al. 
The lattice mismatch was confined within 5% along the two directions perpendicular 
to the contact direction. The models are described in Table 1. The number of RDX 
molecules are the same in these three type of RDX/Al complex and the number of Al 
is fixed in RDX(210)/Al(111) and RDX(210)/Aloxide models. The density is in the 
range of 1.75~1.889,70,71 for aluminized explosives, so the target density is achieved 
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through the adjustment of gap between the two slabs at a constant ratio of Al/O. The 
effect of Al/O (wt%) on thermodynamic properties of RDX/Al complex will be 
studied later.  
Table 1. Detailed information of the simulated systems 
Structure Supercell, Å Total atoms Number Ratio of RDX/Al Density, g/cm3 
Bulk RDX 22.89× 22.56× 20.44 1344 - 1.89 
RDX(210)/Al(111) 40.88× 52.52× 227.81 31680 1.75 1.78 
RDX(210)/Aloxide 40.88× 52.52× 239.96 34416 1.41 1.83 
RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001) 40.88× 52.52× 203.927 33360 1.53 1.83 
 
2.4 Non-isothermal Decomposition Kinetics 
The kinetics of heterogeneous decomposition of solids is described by the 
following equations: 
α
 = kTfα               (1) 
Where α is the extent of conversion of RDX molecules, T is the absolute 
temperature in K and f(α) is the reaction model called the conversion function. In 
Eq.(1), k(T) is the Arrhenius rate constant, which is given as  
kT = Aexp− )           (2) 
where A is the pre-exponential factor, E is the activation energy, and R is the gas 
constant. 
For nonisothermal decomposition simulations, the system was initially equilibrated 
at 5 K using RMD with an isothermal-isochoric (NVT) ensemble during 10 ps to 
optimize the structure of RDX/Al complex. Then, the system was linearly heated at a  
rate in the range from 1 K/ps to 200 K/ps, up to a final temperature of 4000 K. RMD 
simulations in the NVT ensemble were performed using a velocity Verlet algorithm 
and a time step of 0.1 fs to conserve energy and capture chemical species. The 
system’s temperature was controlled using a Nose/Hoover thermostat with a 
temperature damping constant of 10 fs implemented on the 10 Feb 2015 version of 
LAMMPS code. Simulations had been carried out on four 20-processor nodes of an 
Intel Xeon/Pentium 4 based LINUX cluster. 
We calculated thermodynamic parameters using 2 kinetic analysis methods, which 
are listed in Table 2. The Ozawa method is independent of a mechanism function, so 
its apparent activation energy is usually regarded as the real activation energy. The 
Šatava-Šesták equation is introduced to determine the most probable kinetic model 
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function G(α), which is selected from 31 types of kinetic model functions72 (shown in 
Table S1 of supporting information). Each kinetic model function and the α-T data of 
RDX molecules at various heating rates are put into the integral equation to calculate 
the values of Es, As and correlation coefficient R. R is chosen as statistical criteria to 
determine G(α). The values of A and E obtained by the Ozawa method, and are also 
applied to validate G(α). 
Table 2. Kinetic analysis methods 
Method Equation 
Flynn-Wall-Ozawa lgβ = lg  AERGα − 2.315 − 0.4567
E!"#$#
RT  
Šatava-Šesták lgGα = lgA%E%Rβ − 2.315 − 0.4567
E%
RT 
α, conversion degree; T, temperature at time t; R, gas constant; A, pre-expotential factor; E, 
apparent activation energy; G(α), integral mechanism function; Tp, peak temperature of DSC 
curve. 
 
3. Results and discussions 
3.1 Validation of the modified force field 
In order to accurately describe aluminum in the condensed phase and its oxidation 
products using ReaxFF RMD simulations, the QM training set used includes 
descriptions for different crystalline phases. Figure 2~4 shows equations of state 
(EOS) curves that are generated by performing complete relaxations on aluminum 
unit cells at various fixed volumes (cold compression curves). The QM and ReaxFF 
results in a single graph for each crystalline phases are also shown in Figure S1~S8 of 
supporting information. Our results indicate that ReaxFF calculations agree well with 
existing DFT values. These data points were then used to generate a plot of the total 
energy as a function of the lattice volume, which were fitted to the Birch-Murnaghan 
formula73 yielding equilibrium lattice constants and bulk modulus, shown in Table 3. 
Cohesive energy was calculated by the difference between the average energy of the 
free atoms and that of a crystal. It is concluded from Table 3 that the 
Birch-Murnaghan formula identifies the correct equilibrium volume and bulk modulus 
for various crystals with ReaxFF and DFT values. Calculations using the modified 
ReaxFF provide a good description of cell axes lengths, bulk modulus and cohesive 
energies, compared to DFT values and available experimental results.  
Other calculated dissociation energy profiles for various bonds and angles are 
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shown in Figure S9~S32 of supporting information. Our ReaxFF calculations using 
the fitted parameters agree well for charge distribution, equilibrium structures of 
clusters, bond and angle dissociation energies for most systems tested. It also shows 
the same trend in EOS of Al2O3 (Corundum type (α-Al2O3), Rh2O3 type and CaIrO3 
type) and AlO2 crystal structures calculated by CASTEP and ReaxFF using the fitted 
parameters. However, it’s noted that only EOS of α-Al2O3
48
 was included in the 
training set, so it’s suggested that more information of alumina be added into the 
training set to investigate the high-pressure behavior74-76 and it would be more 
appropriate to retrain parameters of both aluminum and oxygen elements, although 
the modified force field in this work accurately describes low pressure range (~40GPa) 
for aluminized explosives.  
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Figure 2. Equation of state for five crystal structures (fcc, sc, diamond, hcp, bcc) calculated using 
(a) CASTEP method and (b) ReaxFF using the fitted parameters.  
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Figure 3. Equation of state for Al4C3 and α-Al2O3 using (a) CASTEP method and (b) ReaxFF 
using the fitted parameters. 
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Figure 4. Equation of state forα-AlH3, AlN and Al2CO using (a) CASTEP method and (b) ReaxFF 
using the fitted parameters. 
 
Table 3. DFT, ReaxFF and Forcite results (at 0K) compared to experimental data from the 
literature (at room temperature) for the cell axes, cohesive energies Ec, bulk modulus B of various 
crystals 
Structure Property CASTEP ReaxFF Forcite Experiments 
Al_fcc a/Å 4.07 4.05 4.04 4.049 
FM-3M Ec/eV 3.746 3.316 1.39 3.36
48 
 B/GPa 84 80 81.5 7948 
Al2O3 a/Å 4.805 4.812 4.76 4.759 
R-3C c/Å 13.125 13.149 12.96 12.991 
 Ec/eV 37.533 34.423 164.98 32
48 
 B/GPa 228 235 289.7 25348 
AlH3 a/Å 4.467 4.457 
No force field 
parameters 
4.449 
R-3C c/Å 11.847 11.848 11.804 
 B/GPa 36 38.8  
AlN a/Å 3.135 3.152 
No force field 
parameters 
3.11 
P63MC c/Å 5.038 5.089 4.98 
 B/GPa 222 221 20860 
Al4C3 a/Å 3.349 3.332 
No force field 
parameters 
3.331 
R-3M c/Å 25.107 24.670 24.99 
 B/GPa 159.5 141.7  
 
Before investigating the interface between RDX and Al, the behavior of Al, as a 
surface-active material, was identified. The surface properties were not explicitly 
entered into the training set, so it serves to test the accuracy of the prepared ReaxFF 
force field against DFT calculations. Of particular interest is the surface formation 
energy (Esf), defined by 
E%& = E%'#( − nE(*'+/2A 
where Eslab is the energy of the relaxed crystal slab exposed to a vacuum, n is the 
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number of atoms in the slab, Ebulk is the cohesive energy per atom of the bulk phase, 
and A is the area of the surface exposed to vacuum. A minimum of 20 Å was used for 
the vacuum layer. For the cubic phases (fcc, bcc) of Al, this was done for low-Miller 
index surfaces; (100), (110), and (111). For the hcp phase, we investigated the (0001) 
surface. We also calculated the Esf of Al2O3(0001). The surface formation energies 
listed in Table 4 confirm that ReaxFF is able to reproduce the correct rumpling trends, 
which is critical in describing surface chemistry. Nonetheless, ReaxFF tends to 
underestimate the surface formation energies when compared to DFT results. This 
underestimation is also found in other articles.48,77 It suggests room for improvement 
in the force field parameters of Al, possibly by including low-gradient dispersion 
corrections as well as vacancy-mediated diffusion barriers for various crystals and 
adsorption energies of different small clusters on surface formation energies of the 
expected crystalline phases for Al. 
Table 4. Surface formation energies using ReaxFF as compared with  
CASTEP and Forcite calculations, in unit of J/m2 
Surface Castep* ReaxFF* % Difference 
fccAl (111) 0.832(0.81
48
) 0.506(0.576
48
) -39.18 
fccAl (110) 1.070 0.669 -37.48 
fccAl (100) 1.039 0.577 -44.47 
fccAl (111) 0.875 0.698 -20.23 
fccAl (110) 0.762 0.461 -39.50 
fccAl (100) 1.002 0.894 -10.78 
hcpAl (0001) 0.732 0.463 -36.75 
Al2O3(0001) 1.793(1.59
48
) 2.138(1.0
48
) 19.24 
RDX(210) 0.42 0.276 -34.28 
*QM and ReaxFF results are from this work except four data in round brackets. 
Impingement of RDX on the Al surface is used to study the RDX-Al interfacial 
interactions. We calculated the chemical adsorption energies of one RDX molecule on 
Al(111) surface. The corresponding adsorption energy35 (Eads) was calculated by 
E#% = E#%!-(.	%'#( − E0!'.1*'.2%'#( 
where Eadsorbed slab is the total energy of the optimized structure formed after the 
RDX molecule is chemically absorbed on the Al slab and Emolecule+slab is the 
non-interacting total energy for an RDX molecule and the slab system (RDX 
molecule is as far as 10.0 Å away from Al surface). The adatoms were placed on 
different top, hcp or fcc sites and were also put initially parallel to the Al surface.34 
The DFT calculations were fully relaxed such that the adatom was allowed to move to 
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a local energy minimum. Chemical adsorption energies are presented in Table 5. The 
initial and adsorption configurations are shown in Figure S33 and S34 of supporting 
information. ReaxFF performs well at predicting adatom adsorption energies when 
compared to DFT calculations. Combined with chemical adsorption energies, surface 
formation energies, cohesive energies and bulk modulus, these results show that the 
modified reactive force field provides a good overall fit to the quantum mechanical 
data.  
Table 5. Chemical adsorption energies using ReaxFF as compared  
with CASTEP calculations, in unit of kcal/mol 
Structure Adsorption sites CASTEP ReaxFF % Difference Remaks 
Rdxalv1 Top -185.4 -195.5 5.45 Vertical adsorption of N-N 
bond of RDX molecule in 
axial position to Al slab 
Rdxalv2 Hcp -90.8 -85.8 -5.51 
Rdxalv3 Fcc -83.9 -87.8 4.65 
Rdxalp1 --- -274.0 -305.5 11.50 parallel adsorption of RDX 
molecule to Al slab Rdxalp2 --- -138.3 -151.7 9.69 
 
Different surface structures for the aluminum crystal slab were obtained by 
oxidation using RMD simulations with the prepared ReaxFF force field. An initial 
configuration of the Al (431) slab with 150 random oxygen molecules (oxygen 
density of 0.49 g/cm3) was constructed.33 A second surface structure composed of an 
Al (111) slab (3.95×5.14×19.0 nm) at the same oxygen density was also prepared. 
Then, a third and final structure was obtained by heating the simulation box from 5 K 
to the target temperatures (473 K, 573 K and 673 K) and back to 5K at a 
heating/cooling rate of 3.12 K/ps for three cycles, as shown in Figure 5(a). Figure 5(b) 
shows the oxide layer thickness of Al(431) slab at 473 K, 573 K and 673 K and 
Al(111) slab at 573 K as a function of time. We find that the thickness of oxide film in 
Al(431) slab is similar to that reported from computational33 and experimental 
results.30 Furthermore, the oxide layer in Al(431) slab is thicker than that in Al(111) 
slab, because atoms are packed more densely in the Al(111) slab surface, which tends 
to reduce oxidation. 
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Figure 5. The oxidation of Al slab using ReaxFF. The relationship between dynamic temperature 
and time for the target temperature of 473 K (a). The thickness of oxide film in Al slab as a 
function of time (b).  
 
3.2 Thermodynamic properties of RDX and RDX/Al complex 
The optimized ReaxFF parameters were used to calculate thermodynamic 
properties of RDX and RDX(210)/Al(111) complex at heating rates of 140 K/ps and 
40 K/ps, respectively. Figure 6(a) shows the number of decomposed RDX molecules 
and potential energies as a function of time. The initial rise in the potential energy is 
seen as a potential barrier due to the uniform heating, with a further discussion shown 
in Figure S35 of supporting information. Before RDX molecules decompose, it needs 
to absorb enough energy from ambient heating bath to enhance frequencies of bond 
modes and conformational changes36 from AAE (RDX molecule with two nitro 
groups in axial positions and one in the equatorial position) to AAA (RDX molecule 
with the three nitro groups in axial positions). A snapshot of RDX crystal at 44 ps at a 
heating rate of 40 K/ps is available in Figure S36 of supporting information. Then, the 
potential energy decreases with time as the exothermic reactions progress. 
Figure 6(b) shows decrease for both potential energies and the number of RDX 
molecules in RDX(210)/Al(111) complex. The Al(111) plane can induce 
decomposition of RDX molecules without a reaction barrier, which is due to the 
strong attractive interaction between O and Al atoms. However, decomposition time is 
over 60 ps at a heating rate of 140 K/ps for RDX(210)/Al(111) complex, much longer 
than 30 ps for RDX crystal. The kinetic mechanism changes in thermal decomposition 
of RDX molecules would be discussed later.  
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Figure 6. The potential energies and the number of decomposed RDX molecules at a heating rate 
of 140 K/ps and 40 K/ps for RDX(a), RDX(210)/Al(111) (b), RDX(210)/Aloxide (c), 
RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001) (d), respectively. Green lines and blue lines are the number ratio of 
remaining RDX to total RDX molecules at 140 K/ps and 40 K/ps. Orange lines and magenta lines 
are the potential energies at 140 K/ps and 40 K/ps. 
Although the interaction between RDX and Al may occur spontaneously without 
potential barriers, adhesive ingredients are widely used in plastic-bonded explosives 
and HTPB-based solid propellants in addition to RDX and Al. This may be due to the 
compact oxidized layer on the Al surface that hinders the interaction between RDX 
molecules and fresh Al atoms. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the 
thermodynamic properties of mixtures of RDX and oxidized Al. We first obtained an 
oxidized Al slab by exposing a bare Al(111) slab to a high density oxygen gas, as  
described in section 3.1. Then, a model composed of the oxidized Al slab and an 
RDX(210) slab (RDX/Aloxide) was used to study thermodynamic properties. Figure 
6(c) presents the time profiles of potential energy and the number of decomposed 
RDX molecules for this system at heating rates of 140 K/ps and 40 K/ps. Potential 
barriers still exist in the RDX/Aloxide complex, but the decomposition rate of RDX 
molecules rises. The time relating to the rapidest decomposition rate of RDX 
molecules is 21.1 ps at a heating rate of 140 K/ps and 41.4 ps at 40 K/ps for the 
RDX/Aloxide, respectively, while it is 24.7 ps at 140 K/ps and 60.9 ps at 40 K/ps for 
RDX crystal. At longer times, the potential energy decreases due to secondary 
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decomposition of RDX fragments and oxidization of Aloxide slab.  
As the thickness of the oxidized layer in µm-Al particle is known to be a few 
nanometers regardless of the particle size, we used the α-Al2O3 plane to stand for 
µm-Al particles. Note that the α-Al2O3(0001) surface can be terminated with a single 
Al layer, a double Al layer, or an O layer. We chose one Al-terminated layer as 
α-Al2O3(0001) surface
48. The thermodynamic process of RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001) 
complex is depicted in Figure 6(d). At first stage, about 12% percent of the number of 
RDX molecules are absorbed on the bare Al2O3(0001) plane. Then, the surplus 
number of RDX molecules gradually decreases. Subjected to the negative effect of 
Al2O3, the potential energy of RDX/Al2O3(0001) complex deviates largely from the 
linear line. The time at the fastest decomposition rate of RDX molecules is by 29.3 ps 
at a heating rate of 140 K/ps and by 81.3 ps at 40 K/ps for RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001) 
complex, respectively. From the decomposition time and high potential barrier, we 
conclude that it takes longer time for the RDX molecules to decompose at 
RDX/Al2O3(0001) interface, than those at the pure RDX crystal interface. 
3.3 Non-isothermal decomposition kinetics of RDX/Al complex 
In order to investigate the kinetic properties of RDX/Al complex, we carried out 
RMD simulations in the canonical ensemble (NVT) using a linear heating rate β in the 
range of 200 K/ps to 1 K/ps. The number of RDX molecules was set to be 
proportional to the concentration of reactants. The number of intact RDX molecules 
and fragment information were postprocessed by the mol_fra.c code, which was 
contributed by Zybin et al. The consumption of RDX molecules was defined to be a 
sigmoidal (“S” shaped) type curve as a function of time. The temperature T, at which 
the maximum reaction rate occurred, was related to the fastest decrease in RDX 
molecules. An example is presented in Figure S37 of supporting information and the 
relationship between logβ and 1/T is shown in Figure 7. Combined with Ozawa 
method shown in Table 2, the obtained activation energy is listed in Table 6. The 
oxidized Al brings down the apparent activation energy of RDX crystal from 137 
kJ/mol to 96 kJ/mol, while fresh Al2O3(0001) slab hinders thermal decomposition of 
RDX molecules.  
The experimentally reported activation energy of RDX crystal varies from 103 
kJ/mol to 272 kJ/mol14,78-81 and the reported activation energy of RDX/Al mixtures 
changes from 94 kJ/mol to 349 kJ /mol.14,16,80,82-84 A compensation effect exists 
between the apparent activation energy E (kJ/mol) and pre-exponential factor (logA, 
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s-1) for both RDX and the RDX/A1 samples, which can be described by logA =
0.1027E − 1.8409. Therefore, although ReaxFF calculations are in good agreement 
with the experimental results, it should be noted that the apparent activation energy 
may be slightly changed by these factors such as the degree of oxidation of Al slab, 
the ratio of RDX to Al and the density of mixtures. Further work would be needed to 
demonstrate this. 
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Figure 7. Different heating rate logβ as a function of 1/T. The corresponding temperature T, at 
which the maximum reaction rate occurs, is related to the fastest decrease in the number of RDX 
molecules. 
 
Table 6. Kinetic parameter of RDX and RDX/Al obtained from ReaxFF and experiments 
Structure* Eozawa,kJ/mol 
RDX bulk 137.3 
RDX(210)/oxidized Al(111) 91.6 
RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001) 156.7 
RDX(80µm)14 135.0 
RDX(80µm)/Al(40nm)14 98.0 
RDX(80µm)/Al(2.6µm)14 129.0 
RDX(80µm)/Al(10.7µm)14 157.0 
RDX(23µm)/Al(140nm)82 115.9 
RDX/Al(5-10µm)16 150.5 
*the mean diameter D50 of particles is listed in bracket. 
Using the method introduced in Section 2.4, we analyzed the kinetics of RDX and 
RDX/Al complex at different heating rates. The heating rate doesn’t affect the most 
probable kinetic model function G(α) as long as logβ and 1/T have a linear 
relationship. The detailed results are put in Table S2~S4 of the supporting information 
and the G(α) is listed in Table 7. It shows that G(α) for RDX crystal can be described 
by the Avrami-Erofeev equation with n=3/4, indicating that the decomposition 
process is controlled by random nucleation and subsequent growth14. However, the 
decomposition mechanism of RDX molecules in RDX(210)/Aloxide and 
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RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001) complexes compares more favorable with the three 
dimensional diffusion model. This is due to the interfacial interaction between 
RDX/Al that promotes reactive sites instead of random nucleation. Further research 
shows that Jander equation is fit for RDX(210)/Aloxide, while the Z-L-T equation is 
suitable for RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001). Liu et al
16 found that the G(α) all conforms to the 
Z-L–T equation whether the mass percentage of µm-Al changes from 10% to 40% in 
RDX-based aluminized explosives. These results suggest that the modified ReaxFF 
creates a credible interface and the RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001) complex is able to 
represent RDX/µm-Al mixtures, as it entails to the chemical reactions occurring at the 
interfaces. 
Table 7. The most probable kinetic model function G(α) of RDX and  
RDX/Al complex using Šatava-Šesták equation 
Structure 
Eozawa 
kJ/mol 
Es 
kJ/mol 
lgKs 
s-1 
G(α) Mechanism 
bulk RDX 137.3 130 18.19 4/3)]1ln([ α−−  
Random nucleation and 
subsequent growth 
RDX(210)/ 
Aloxide 
96.2 87.7 17.10 23/1 ])1(1[ α−−  
three-dimensional 
diffusion, symmetric 
sphere, D3 decrease type 
α-t curve, n=2 
RDX(210)/ 
Al2O3(0001) 
156.7 154.37 16.48 23/1 ]1)1[( −− −α  
Z-L-T equation, 
three-dimensional diffusion 
 
3.4 Oxygen diffusion into Al and oxidization 
We use large-scale RMD simulations to provide detailed dynamic snapshots and a 
better understanding of the oxygen diffusion and oxidization processes, derived from 
RDX fragments and Al. Snapshots that capture this complicated process are shown in 
Figure 8 at a heating rate of 30K/ps. Up to 40 ps, RDX molecules with enough kinetic 
energies, induced by linear thermal heating, occupy the space between RDX slab and 
Al slab. At 49.5 ps, the first decomposition of RDX molecules takes place at the 
interface between these two slabs, which proves that the probable kinetic mechanism 
is three-dimensional diffusion. The number of RDX molecules decays to zero at 70 ps. 
Then, oxygen atoms derive from decomposed RDX molecules, and gradually diffuse 
into oxidized Al slab layer, as seen from Figure 8(c).  
The initial thickness of the left oxide layer of Al slab is about 9.2 Å and that of the 
right oxide layer is 7.6 Å. As the temperature rises, RDX fragments continue to 
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oxidize Al slab through the left oxide layer via three sequential steps85: (i) insert into 
the left oxide layer, (ii) diffusion of oxygen through the thick oxide layer and (iii) 
oxidation at interface of Al and its oxide. However, the inner Al underneath the 
thinner oxide layer melts first and the oxide layer becomes coarse due to expansion 
pressure, as seen from Figure 8(d). A large number of RDX fragments containing 
oxygen, hydrogen or nitrogen atoms are now capable to diffuse into, and oxidize, 
inner Al atoms, which can be seen between 90 ps~170 ps in Figure 8(e)~(g).  
 
Figure 8. Snapshots of oxygen diffusion and oxidization of Al at a heating rate of 30 K/ps. Color 
scheme: Red, oxygen; magenta, aluminum; blue, nitrogen; gray, carbon; white, hydrogen. 
In order to quantitatively describe the process on oxygen diffusion into Al slab, we 
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calculated the self-diffusion coefficient (Ds) of oxygen atoms in RDX molecules and 
oxidized layer of Al surface. Figure 9 shows the mean-squared displacement (MSD) 
of RDX molecules along the dz direction in RDX crystal and the three types of 
RDX/Al models at a heating rate of 30 K/ps. Given that the simulation box in the dx 
and dy directions is periodic, we only focus on the dz direction. The slope of the MSD 
versus time is proportional to the self-diffusion coefficient (Ds) of the oxygen atoms. 
In Figure 9(a), the Ds is 4.2× 10
-7 cm2/s before RDX molecules decompose while it 
changes into 8.87× 10-5 cm2/s after RDX molecules are completely decomposed, 
indicating that oxygen atoms in RDX fragments move easier than those in RDX 
molecules. At the initial stage in Figure 9(b) ~ 9(d), the linear MSD along the dz 
direction belongs to diffusion of RDX molecules onto the surface of Al slab. After the 
number of RDX molecules decays, the MSD of oxygen atoms attached to RDX 
fragments can be described by a linear fit as a function of time. Thus, the Ds is 
4.75×10-4 cm2/s in RDX(210)/Aloxide and 3.1×10-4 cm2/s in RDX(210)/Al(111) with 
a linear regression coefficient of 0.99. The fast Ds in RDX(210)/Aloxide allows 
oxygen atoms into the inner Al slab. Because of the oxidation of Al(111) by 
decomposed RDX fragments at the initial stage, a more complicated oxide layer forms, 
which contains five elements. This is less unfavorable for the diffusion of oxygen 
atoms into Al slab in RDX(210)/Al(111) than that in RDX(210)/Aloxide.  
The Ds of oxygen atoms of RDX fragments is 1.9×10
-4 cm2/s in 
RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001). We also calculated the MSD of oxygen atoms in Aloxide and 
Al2O3(0001) slab, respectively. The small MSD at the initial stage (~ 120 ps) shows 
that both Aloxide slab and Al2O3(0001) slab remain intact during the decomposition 
of RDX molecules. Subsequently, it is 1.65×10-4 cm2/s for oxygen atoms in Aloxide 
slab and 3.5×10-5 cm2/s for those in Al2O3(0001) slab. It indicates that the oxygen 
atoms from decomposed RDX are less diffusive in the Al2O3 slab and Al2O3 slab is 
inert during the thermal decomposition of RDX.  
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Figure 9. Mean-squared displacement of oxygen atoms in RDX molecules along the Z direction 
(“MSD”, red lines) as a function of time for RDX(a), RDX(210)/Al(111)(b), RDX(210)/Aloxide(c) 
and RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001)(d). Mean-squared displacements of oxygen atoms in Aloxide(c) and 
Al2O3(0001)(d) are also presented with (“MSD1”, magenta lines). The time evolution of the 
number of decomposed RDX molecules (“decomposed RDX”, black lines) and potential energy 
(“PE”, blue lines) are shown in black and green lines, which is helpful for understanding the 
oxygen diffusion process.  
 
3.5 Evolution of chemical species 
ReaxFF is able to describe bond breaking and formation during dynamic 
simulations, so it is often employed in the study of initial reactive pathways and 
evolution of chemical species. Figure 10 shows the concentration of NO2 and HONO 
per RDX molecule from the RDX and RDX/Al model systems, which are the two 
primary competing reaction mechanisms of RDX molecules. From the initial 
decomposition time and concentration, it shows that NO2 dominates with respect to 
HONO. For RDX(210)/Aloxide complex, NO2 appears earlier and the concentration 
is over three times larger than that for the bare RDX crystal, which results in 
subsequent fast reactions. NO2 and HONO increase slowly in RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001) 
complex, indicating that the presence of Al2O3(0001) may retard thermal 
decomposition of RDX. The concentrations of NO2 and HONO in RDX(210)/Al(111) 
are very low and instead other species such as N2, C2H4N, CHN and CN appear at the 
very initial stage. This is due to the decrease of oxygen atoms, which in turn makes 
breaking the concerted ring easier. 
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Figure 10. The time evolution of dissociated NO2 (a) and HONO (b) per RDX molecule at a 
heating rate of 40 K/ps. 
Reaching thermal equilibrium for the oxidization of Al takes a long time at slow 
heating rates, so we analyzed the population of key species in the gas phase and the 
clusters in the condensed phase, at a heating rate of 140 K/ps. This may be a 
quasi-equilibrium state, but we believe that it is of significance and provides sufficient 
information to compare the difference in components between RDX and the three 
RDX/Al model complexes under the same conditions. Table 8 shows the population 
of key species in the quasi-equilibrium at a certain time. Most of these species were 
detected by DSC-TG-MS-FTIR for neat RDX and RDX/Al mixtures.15 Carbon 
element exists in the form of gaseous CO2 for RDX crystal, but gaseous CO and C-N 
fragments cannot be ignored in the RDX/Al complex. Similarly, H element exists in 
the form of H2O for RDX crystal, but there are also a great many of other fragments 
containing H such as HO and H2 in RDX/Al complex. We note that the fragments 
containing C in gas phase are relatively less in RDX(210)/Al(111) than those in the 
other two systems. These phenomena result from lack of oxygen atoms, which have 
partly diffused into the inner Al slab. Otherwise, the total population of key fragments 
in RDX(210)/Al(111) and RDX/Aloxide are less than that in RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001), 
which is attributed to the loss of the number of three elements in gas phase and the 
participation in the oxidization of Al slab. Comparing RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001) with 
RDX, we observe that apart from the main decomposition products of RDX molecules 
including CO2, N2 and H2O, there are also many intermediate fragments such as 
ring-breakage fragments (CN complex) and unstable species (HO). As there aren’t 
enough coordinates for C, H and N elements in Al2O3 slab, these intermediate 
fragments need a long time to undergo series of secondary reactions. 
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Table 8. Population of key fragments in the quasi-equilibrium at a heating rate of 140K/ps 
Species 
RDX* 
At 35ps 
RDX/Al2O3 
At 84ps 
RDX/Aloxide 
At 74ps 
RDX/Al(111) 
At 74ps 
Exp.15 
CO 0 381 263 42 √ 
CO2 34 290 54 25 √ 
N2 97 1098 424 695 √ 
CN 1 336 142 55 √ 
CHN 2 155 76 19 √ 
CHNO 0 127 13 17 √ 
CHO 0 32 26 0 √ 
H2N 1 98 44 29 √ 
H2O 45 742 173 208 √ 
HO 6 411 95 185 √ 
H2 0 134 113 68 N.A. 
H 0 73 87 104 N.A. 
O2 4 101 18 50 N.A. 
O 1 43 32 90 N.A. 
*The initial number of RDX molecules is 64 for pure RDX crystal and 640 for the three RDX/Al 
model complexes. 
The type and population of condensed species would normally provide the 
necessary data to analyze the gas phase results albeit not in a straightforward manner. 
Therefore, we chose the largest cluster to analyze the ingredients of residues 
containing Al. Figure 11 shows the content of five elements in the maximum cluster at 
a heating rate of 140 K/ps, which is also in the quasi-equilibrium state at the end of 
RMD simulations. There is a large amount of C and H elements in RDX(210)/Al(111) 
are more than those found in RDX(210)/Aloxide. The concentration of CO and CO2 in 
gas phase for RDX(210)/Al(111) is also lower than that in RDX(210)/Aloxide. This is 
due to active fragments are prone to spread into inner Al slab without the restraint of 
oxide layer in RDX(210)/Al(111). For RDX(210)/Al2O3(0001), the content of C, H 
and N elements can be ignored and the ratio of Al to O is 0.58. This confirms once 
again that Al2O3 doesn’t participate in the decomposition of RDX molecules, aside 
from interactions caused by Al atoms at the surface. 
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Figure 11. The content of five elements in the maximum cluster at a heating rate of 140 K/ps. 
 
4. Conclusion 
We have produced a new ReaxFF reactive force field for aluminum and RDX 
interactions, based on previously published parameters for Al33,47-49, C, H, N and O39, 
and bond information from Al-H,58 and crystal parameters from Al-C,60 and Al-N.61 
The modified ReaxFF provides a good descriptions of crystal constants, bulk modulus, 
cohesive energies and EOS curves of various crystal phases and a large number of 
cluster conformations, thanks to the global optimization strategy employed.40 The 
obtained force field was validated against test cases not included in the training set, 
including surface energies, chemical adsorption energies of one RDX molecule on 
Al(111) surface and oxidation of bare Al(431). All of these results are in close 
agreement with DFT calculations, which confirms the good predictive capabilities of 
the new ReaxFF force field. 
We applied this force field and RMD to demonstrate different interfacial properties 
between RDX and Al (with and without oxide layers), all of which are in good 
agreement with experimental results, including apparent activation energy, the most 
probable kinetic model function and evolution of chemical species in gas phase.  
Similar with thermal analytical techniques, we obtained the non-isothermal 
decomposition kinetics. The thermal decomposition of pure RDX crystal is controlled 
by random nucleation and subsequent growth and that of RDX/Al complexes is more 
favorable with the three-dimensional diffusion model.  
Meanwhile, large-scale RMD simulations provide enhanced details for 
understanding the static and time-dependent effects of nano-sized Al on thermal 
decomposition of α-RDX. At the nucleation stage, the initial reaction easily happens 
at the RDX/Al interface due to the strong interaction between Al and other four 
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elements. At the subsequent growth stage, whether the chain reaction happens or not 
is decided by the feedback of energy and active fragments. From the low 
decomposition rate in RDX/Al(111) model, low concentration of CO and CO2 species 
in gas phase and relative high C elements in condensed phase, it shows that active 
fragments of decomposition are prone to spread into inner Al slab. This is because the 
Al(111) surface-assisted decomposition of RDX occurs spontaneously without 
potential barriers. However, a 1 nm thick oxide layer on Al surface not only enhances 
the concentration of NO2 and HONO, restrains the spread of fragments, but also goes 
on the oxidation of Al exposed to RDX molecules to release energy, which can be 
seen from the history of potential energy. These result in the rapid decomposition of 
RDX followed oxidation of inner Al. Although one Al-terminated layer on 
α-Al2O3(0001) surface induce about 12% percent of RDX molecules decomposed, the 
energy is partly consumed by thermal expansion of Al2O3 and the long induction 
period exists in the decomposition process of surplus RDX molecules. Therefore, 
α-Al2O3(0001) retards thermal decomposition of RDX.  
The meaningful reaction details in RDX/Al interface are qualitatively disclosed by 
RMD simulations, but there are still lots of work needed to provide the reaction 
pathways and reaction energies for the key reactions of these mechanisms in RDX/Al 
interface, which shows obvious difference from RDX crystal by this work. Further 
work would focus on the effect of structure of oxide layer on Al slab and the ratio of 
Al to RDX on thermal decomposition of RDX. 
 
Associated content 
The force field parameters and further details on its validation including: 
dissociation energy profiles of various bonds and angles, initial and adsorption 
configurations of RDX/Al(111), kinetic model functions and kinetic parameters at 
different heating rate for RDX and RDX/Al complex, and others are included in the 
supporting information available free of charge on the ACS publications website. 
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